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ABSTRACT
-,

Injection of high, power, multi-mode laser profiles into a fiber optic delivery system requires controlling a number of
injection parameters to maximize throughput and minimize concerns for optical damage both at the entrance and exit faces
of the fiber optic. A simple method for simultaneously achieving a compact fiber injection geometry and control of these
injection parameters, independent of the input source characteristics, is provided by a refractive Ienslet array and simple
injection lens configuration. Design criteria together with analytical and experimental results for the refi-active lenslet array
and short focal length injection lens are presented. This arrangement provides a uniform spatial intensity distribution at the
fiber injection plane to a large degree independent of the source mode structure, spatial profile, divergence, size, and/or
alignment to the injection system. This technique has application to a number of laser systems where uniform illumination
of a target or remote delive~ of high peak power is desired.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A number of medical and industrial laser applications exist in which the limiting factor for performance or the realization of
additional capability resides in the transmission of the high intensity optical power (or ener=gy)from the source to the target.
Transmission systems for these applications include the use of fiber optics, hollow optical waveguides*, or “open air”
approaches using numerous optical elements to direct and reshape the laser radiation along the intended path to the target.
Selection and implementation of a specific optical transmission system is highly application dependent – reflecting the
optimization of mechanical constraints, operational environments, and laser source requirements. In specific applications
where laser requirements are compatible and target accessibility is limited, the use of fiber optics is often the preferred
transmission system. Although the use of optical fibers provides tie system designer and user effective control over a
number of end application parameters such as beam diameter, spatial profile and target accessibility, fiber based systems
are often limited by the maximum power level that can be reliably injected into and transmitted to the target.

Maximizing power throughput and minimizing fiber damage requires a thorough understanding of fiber damage
mechanisms and the control of a number of fiber injection criteria. The location and type of damage mechanism has been
shown to be a strong function of the source laser, the design and alignment of the laser to the fiber injection optics2, and the

3-7 In addition to describing various fiber damage mechanisms and events, Setchell postulates infiber end face preparation .
Reference 2 a number of other fiber injection criteria that should be considered in the design or selection of the fiber
injection optics. These functional parameters includti 1) maximizing air breakdown thresholds, 2) minimizing peak fiber
fluences and confining the incident laser energy to the fiber core thus maximizing the effective core area over which the
energy is inciden~ 3) providing insensitivity to variations in input spatial profiles and laser to fiber ali=~ment, and 4)
providing a broad and predictable mode power distribution (MPD) at the fiber entrance face – minimizing the potential of
internal focusing of the beam near the entry face or along the initial fiber bend.

A variety of beam shaping techniques are available that have applications in a fiber injection system to effectively minimize
the peak fluence at the fiber face. Dependent on the characteristics of the source laser, the desired irradiance pattern, and
the required target diameter, beam shaping methods based on field mapping or multi-faceted berm integrators may be ‘
applicable. However, as discussed above a number of other parameters must alSO be considered before the fiber injection
system can be optimized for its intended application. AS an example, the simple injection lens may satisfy the required
compact geometry, however, this approach for high power applications imposes a number of limitations on the power or
energy that can be reliably injected and transrnitied by the optical fiber. These limitations and substantial variability in
performance are exhibited by relatively low air breakdown thresholds together wi~ a strong interdependence on fiber
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ali=mmentand laser source characteristics to the peak optical intensity incident on the fiber face. (The effects of alignment
and source characteristics are discussed further in Section 3). Similarly, if the incident laser mode(s) are not well defined
and/or if the laser modes vary in time, beam shaping based on other field mapping techniques may not be applicable.

1.1 Application - Compact Fiber Injection System

Our interest in extending the power handling capabilities of o~t$al fibers is currently motivated by development activities
investigating the realization of laser based initiation systems ‘. Such systems offer the potential for significant safety
enhancements by replacing the “traditional” electrical detonator and associated electrical conductor with their optical
equivalents – providing effective isolation of the detonation sensitive components from unintended or naturally occurring
elecrncal sources. Critical to the realization of such a system is the miniaturization of the Q-switched laser source and the
development of the fiber optic transmission system for reliable, remote delivery of the required high peak power optical
stimulus. Furthermore, optimization of the system mechanical desi=~ plays a major role in determining the candidate
optical architecture available for the laser resonator and the fiber injection system. Mechanical constraints drive laser
designs to large mode volumes and alignment insensitive end reflectors; resulting in highly divergent and “unpredictable”
multi-mode spatial outputs. Consequently, not only must the fiber injection system exhibit the desired compact geometry
(typically <25 mm) the selected architecture must also accommodate a large variation in the laser’s spatial intensity profile
and ultimately provide a reproducible and acceptable intensity profile at the fiber entrance face. Given these constraints,

8’13have been abandoned in favor of thosetraditional imaging approaches or other more complex beam shaping techniques
architectures employing a minimal number of optical elements in a geometry consistent with the compact nature of the
intended application.

Fiber injection architectures based on various combinations of the simple lens, axicons, and diffractive mode scramblersls
toge~er with extensive studies on fiber damage thresholds and mechanismsz-’ have been investigated at Sandia National
Laboratories. Our recent investigations with a fiber injection system based on the non-imaging or diffractive beam
integrator satisfies most of the functional criteria suggested above for the injection of high intensity laser pulses. The
optical components and their specifications that form the basis of the compact fiber injection system evaluated and
described herein are shown in Figure 1. This system is comprised of a multi-aperture, refractive, lenslet element and a
primary injection lens that overlaps or inte=gates the bearnlets from each subaperture at the lens focal plane. As will be
shown, in this plane the “homogenized” intensity profile is the superposition of three effects: diftlaction, interference, and
spatial averaging.

Design Specifkations:
Input Source l?rinuqv Injection Lens

Wavelena@x1061nm Typti Piano/Convex

S Diameter (D) S.Omm Material: Fused Silica

Divergence:2mR (FA) Focal Length (~ 17.1mm

Lend-et Array Integrator Output

Fill Facto~ >98% (Hex.) Spot Size (S): 0.310mm
VJu Subaperture (d): 1.25mm Fiber Size (Core): 0.365mm

Focal Length (f): 68.95mm Fiber NA: 0.22 -
F@re 1:Opticalarchitectureand designspecificationsfor the diffractivebeamintegratorand resultantfiber injectionsystem.

(FromRef. 15)

2. THEORY – DIFFIUCTIVE BEAM J.NTEGIUITORS

The theory and design of multi-aperture beam integration systems are treated.in detail in Reference 15. The basic idea of
the beam integration systems is to break up the input beam into multiple berunlets and superimpose the beamlets at the
~get plane- The basic optic~ layout of a system for accomplishinghis mappingusinga diffractingmulti-aperture beam
integrator is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system consists of a lenslet at-rayand a primary lens. The target plane is located at
the focal point of the primary lens. A collimated beam of diameter D is incident on an array of Ienslets, each of diameter d
and focal length ~, which segments the beam into multiple beamlets. The primary lens of focal length F overlaps the
beamlets, bringing the chief rays of each beamlet to a common focus at tJe back focal point of the primary objective where
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dependentand time-resolvedphotohrminescencespectroscopymeasurementson a
numberof MOVPEgrowthInXGal.XNepilayers in the low In compositionregime( x c
0.10). This compositionregime was chosen to examine whether a clear trend in optical
efficiency, temperature dependent quenching of PL intensityand PL decaytime can be
foundwith the additionofjust smallamountsof In. Our work has also intentionally
focused on relatively thick (0.2 ~m) and doped bulk InGaN epilayers so that the role of
piezoelcctric field effects would be minimized [1 l]. This work is therefore distinct from
the majority of the previously reported work that has focused on InGaN quantum wells
with relatively high ( x z 0.2) In composition.

EXPERIMENT

The MOVPE growth is carried out in a vertical rotating-disc reactor. All of the
InGaN epilayers were grown on sapphire substrates and Ij.un thick GaN epilayers
(105O”C) using a standard two-step nucleation procedure with low-temperature GaN
grown at 550 “C. The growth temperature of the InGaN and GaN samples was 800 “C,
with the exception of the InGaN x=O.068 sample which was grown at 780”C. The reactor
pressure was held constant at 200 Torr. The NH3 and N2 flows were set at 6 fhnin each.
An additional flow of Hz (-400 cm3/min) was employed as a carrier gas.
Trimethylgallium, triethylahsminum, and trimethylindium are employed as metalorganic
precursors. The samples were doped n-type with silane up to a concentration of n=
2X10’9cm-3. While the exact level of Si-doping is expected to affect the quantitative
optical properties, SIMS data has verified that the Si level is very reproducible for all of
the samples studied. The indirrm composition was determined by both Rutherford
Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS), configured to minimize channeling effects, as well
as x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. Analysis of the x-ray diffraction assumed that
the films were fully pseudomorphic, which was supported by the strong thickness fringes
seen in the data. In general, the In composition measured with the two techniques agreed
within 0.5%. The In compositions determined by the two techniques are summarized in
Table 1.

I Sample I % In by RBS I % In by XRD
1 0 0
2 1.09 0.75
3 3.94 3.71
4 6.82 6.31

TABLE 1: Iridium composition of InGaN bulk epilayers determined by RBS and XRD
measurements. The samples will be referred to by the RBS values.

Time-integrated photohrminescence measurements were performed using a
HeCd laser (325 nm) at a low power density of approximately 30 W/cmz. A 0.3 meter
spectrometer with an integrated UV enhanced CCD detector was used, with a spectral
resolution of approximately 0.2 nm. Time-resolved photohrrninescmce measurements
were performed using a frequency tripled TI: sapphire laser with a 1 psec pulsewidth, 82
MHz repetition rate and wavelength of 260 nm. Average power densities of 10 W/cm2
were typically used. The PL was collected into a 0.5 meter spectrometer rmd a



Hamamatsu model 4334 strcakscope with resolutions of 0.5 nm and 15 psec,
respectively. For all measurements, the samples were mounted in a closed cycle cryostat
to enable measurements over the 4K-300 K temperature range.

TIME-INTEGRATED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE RESULTS

In Figure 1a, we show room temperature photohrminescence data of the various
InGaN epilayers. A clear increase in the integrated PL intensity is seen as In
composition is increased, and the wavelength shifts from 363-397 nm. The temperature
dependent integrated PL intensity of the InGaN epilayers is shown in Figure lb. An
interesting feature of the data is that for GaN and theInGaN(x=O.011 ) sample, a very
quick drop in PL intensity is seen with increasing temperature. In contrast, the samples
with higher In composition don’t exhibit a significant drop in intensity until approx. 50-
100K. This behavior is suggestive that carrier localization maybe operative in the z
0.039 samples at low temperatures.
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Figure 1: (a) Room temperature time-integrated PL of various InGaN epilayers (b)
temperature dependence of integrated PL intensities. The data are labeled with the total
drop in integrated PL intensity from 4K-300K for each sample.

We have replotted the temperature dependent PL data on an Amhenius plot in
Figure 2. The data is fit with the following formula

I=~[l+a exp (-EJkT)]. (1)

Here the non-radiative decay is assumed to be thermally activated such that the non-
radiative lifetime zr=Oexp(E#cT) and Ea is the activation energy for PL quenching. The
parameter a is equal to zJ~Owhere ~, is the radiative lifetime. From the E, vahres, we see
a systematic increase in the activation energy as the iridium composition is increased.
Leroux et. al. [12] performed a similar analysis of GaN epilayers and found that the
activation energy was approximately 25 meV, which is well correlated with the exciton
binding energy. They suggested that the dissociation of the exciton into its charged
electron and hole components results in more effective trapping of carriers at charged
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non-radiative recombination sites (e.g. dislocations). In contrast, our GaN epilayer shows
a much lower activation energy. The discrepancy in our results maybe explained by the
fact that our samples have a relatively high n-type doping level that exceds the Mott
density required to effectively screen excitons [13], and our data is expected to reflect the
effectiveness of non-radiative recombination on free carriers throughout the temperature
range. As a comparison between our results and other reports on InGaN materials, we
note that a’large variation in E, values for InGaN epilayers and MQWS has been reported
in the literature. Smith et. al. [14] report E, =56 meV for a x=O.12 epilayer for which-the
authors predict exciton recombination is dominant. Teo et al. [15] reporton InO~OGao.gON
MQWSwithE, valuesof 63 meV. Our results indicate significantly lower activation
energies for free carrier recombination in bulk samples with lower In composition.
Furthermore, in our samples, the addition of iridium clearly serves to reduce the effect of
non-radiative recombination, and thereby a higher optical efficiency over a larger
temperature range is maintained. The high carrier density and free carrier regime is
relevant for the operating conditions of InGaN laser diodes.
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Fimrre 2: Temperature dependent PL intensity data tit with equation 1.

TIME-RESOLVED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE RESULTS

Further insight into the possible role of localization maybe obtained through
examination of the time decay of the PL intensity. The decay data can be fit W-tha single
exponential function. At low temperature, we see a clear increase in the measured PL
decay time as In composition is increased. To explore this t%rther,we have spectrally
resolved the T=4K data to determine if there is a spectral dependence of the decay time
(not shown). None of the samples showed an appr~iable variation ( >30 psec) in decay
time except for the sample with the highest In composition (x=O.068). For this sample,
we see a variation of approximately 150 psec (450-600 psec) across the resonance at 4K.
A clear spectral variation in the decay time persists until approximately 220K,
suggesting that the carriers do not filly come into equilibrium until this relatively high
temperature for this sample.

A full temperature dependence of the decay times was measured for each
sample, and this data is shown in Figure 3. The decay times were measured at the
spectral position of peak PL intensity at all temperatures. It is expexxed that an increase
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in the decay time with temperature would be seen if the samples were dominated by
radiative recombination [16]. The fact that the GaN and the InGaN (x=O.011) samples
show a strong decrease in the decay time at low temperatures suggests that non-radiative
mechanisms dominate over the entire temperature range. Furthermore, the strong
similarity between these two samples suggests that 1% of In does not significantly affect
the recombination processes. The samples with higher In composition, however, show
constant or slightly increasing decay times up to approximately 25-50K followed by a
decrease in decay time. The distinct behavior of these samples in the low temperature
regime is consistent with the carriers being localized at low temperatures with increasing
thermal delocalization at temperatures in the 5O-1OOKrange. Our results for the
x=O.068 sample, in particular the dominance of non-radiative recombination for ‘E.1OOK
and the relatively small variation of decay times over the entire temperature range, are
similar to the temperature dependence seen in IM.IoG~.@ MQW structures [17].
Overall, our data demonstrate a clear increase of the room temperature non-radiative
decay times as In composition is increased, which is well correlated with the increased
localization seen in the higher In samples.
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!@@J: PL daytimes= a function of tempemture for G~ ad InGm epilayers.

CONCLUSIONS

We have conducted a spectroscopic investigation of InGaN epilayers in an
effort to determine how the presence of In affects the optical properties. The strong
increase in time-integrated PL intensity that is seen with increasing In is well correlated
with increasing thermal activation energies for PL quenching. These activation energies
range from 7-28 meV. The temperature dependence of the PL decay times suggests that
the samples with higher In (x2 0.039) show carrier localization effects at low
temperatures; these effects are most clearly seen in the spectral dependence of PL day
times for the x=O.068 sample. Overall, the results indktte that carrier localization is
enhanced with just the addition of a few percent of In and radiative recombination may
dominate in the samples with higherIn(x20.039) at lower temperatures. However, non-
radiative recombination dominates for much of the temperature range and the fact that the
room temperature PL decay times increase with increasing In demonstrates that non-
radiative recombination is less effective with increasing In. Since the Focalization effects
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in these low In composition samples are relatively weak, it is not clear from our data that
carrier localization alone determines the longer non-radiative decay times at room
temperature. A modification of the density, capture efficiency or activation of non-
radiative centers due to the presence of In would also be consistent with the data.
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